Accreditation Oversight Committee Summary Notes
Friday, December 5, 2014
8:30am-10:30am, HS-143

Present:  ✘Amy Nevarez  ✘Anita Undercoffer  ✘Areli Rodriguez  ✘Beverly Cox  
  ✘Candice Hines-Tinsley  ✘Carol Dickerson  ✘Carol Hutte  ✘Christa El-Said
  ✘Cory Schwartz  ✘Daniel Jacobo  ✘Danielle Pearson  ✘David Karp
  ✘Diana Jimenez  ✘Emily Avila  ✘Eric Bishop  ✘Erik Jacobson
  ✘Giovanni Sosa  ✘Jason Chevalier  ✘Jim Fillpot  ✘Joy Haerens
  ✘Joyce Oakdale  ✘Julie Sanchez  ✘Kathy Lucero  ✘Laura Hope
  ✘Leona Fisher  ✘Leonard Crow  ✘Lisa Bailey  ✘Maria Kort
  ✘Marie Boyd  ✘Melanie Siddiqi  ✘Melissa Sosa  ✘Mellanie Reeve
  ✘Mike Fink  ✘Neil Watkins  ✘Patricia Quach  ✘Patrick Cabildo
  ✘Ricardo Diaz  ✘Robert Rundquist  ✘Shelly Eckvahl  ✘Sherrie Guerrero
  ✘Sonia Juarez  ✘Stephanie Moya  ✘Susan Hardie  ✘Tara Johnson
  ✘Teresa Hull  ✘Teresa Williamson  ✘Theodore Younglove  ✘Theresa Rees
  ✘Tim Greene  ✘Troy Ament  ✘Vicky Valle  ✘Yubel Svensson

Also in attendance:  Daniel Hidalgo and Marlyn Ruiz from ASCC

Recorder:  Theresa Rees

Sherrie welcomed the group and thanked everyone for their work on generating the bullet points for each of the accreditation standards that will be presented today. The notebooks and office supplies that were distributed to the group as promised.

Sherrie showcased the new Planning & Resource Allocation Flow Chart that was recently developed and a brief question and answer period ensued.

A representative from each sub-committee was invited to present the bullet points that the subgroup generated. After the presentations, Sherrie advised everyone that their work was finished for the time being they will be contacted when additional information or work is needed.

Two members of the ASCC were recognized for their attendance and were encouraged to participate on this committee.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:30am.